BECOMING A COMPOSABLE ENTERPRISE

A composable enterprise brings together the power of your enterprise apps integrated with the right data at the right time, enabling your digital transformation while helping your business expand into new digital markets and ecosystems.

Challenges of the Modern Enterprise

Technology integration modernization reducing complexity

“Evolving to a strategic integration platform strategy while solving product skill shortages, implementing best practices, managing vendor relationships, eliminating point-to-point interfaces, reducing complexity and cost, and wrapping legacy systems securely reducing risk”

Enabling business platform ecosystems to orchestrate value

“Connecting, transforming and empowering business systems with information to create adaptive experiences reducing complexity and improving speed to value”

Transforming to enable new business ecosystems

“Becoming a composable enterprise to innovate new business ecosystems enabling strategic enterprise program benefits”

Cognizant Enterprise Platform Integration

Cognizant designs, builds, implements and runs enterprise integration platforms that include built-in, reusable, standard APIs for most industry and Enterprise applications helping you become a composable enterprise. We include an API store, providing best practice integrations and those built for your custom applications. This approach delivers cost and complexity reductions while enabling digital transformation programs, improving speed to market, enabling real-time access to data connecting edge and IoT devices, and ensuring data quality, security, and compliance.

Delivering Superior Outcomes

Business

- Increase revenue through new products and markets
- Reduce IT complexity to accelerate your digital transformation
- Create engaging customer experiences

Technology

- Enable real-time access to data connecting edge and IoT devices
- Reduce risk to business
- Reusable API interfaces for faster adoption

Where we’ve made an impact

A large BioPharmaceutical company desired to improve customer experience by implementing a single IPaaS solution

- 64% Productivity improvement
- 30% reduction in maintenance costs
- Built 100+ reusable API’s to integrate the partner ecosystem

A large testing provider wanted to implement a new enterprise integration platform to increase data sharing

- Designed and implemented an integration platform in 2 months
- Delivered a cost savings of £80k per year
- Enabled expansion into new markets

Implemented a digital transformation for a Large Fintech Supplier

- Migrated existing applications in 3 months
- Simplified IT Complexity by integrating disparate systems

Why Cognizant

“Cognizant Enterprise Platform Integration services partners with you on your journey to a composable enterprise bringing together the power of your applications integrated with the right data at the right time, enabling your digital transformation while helping your business expand into new digital markets and ecosystems.”

Visit [http://www.cognizant.com](http://www.cognizant.com) to find out more